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Psychological profiles—including those of political leaders—are attempts to capture the
essence of what someone has done. If still alive, the option of what that someone is
doing and will do. The profiling essence is two-fold. What has been of greatest
significance among that someone’s behavior within some sociocultural context and
historical context. And what has been of greatest significance to facilitate the
understanding, explaining, influencing, controlling, and appearance of that behavior.
Psychological profiles go back at least as far as India’s earliest Puranas (5th century
CE), Sima Quian’s Shiji (China) (1st century BCE), Menetho’s Aegyptiaca (Egypt) (3rd
century BCE), Plutarch’s Lives of the Famous Greeks and Romans (1st-2nd centuries
CE) and Suetonius’s The Twelve Caesars (2nd century CE) to the greatest biographies
(Banabhatta’s Hashacharita, (India) (7th century CE) about and autobiographies
(Augustine of Hippo’s Confessions, 4th century CE) by political and religious leaders.
More recently, a small number of interviews could be included (1). All psychological
profiles are challenged with amounts of primary and/or secondary information and levels
of analysis from which to choose. The present article suggests three types of
information worthy of analysis.
The first is conscious to the profilee and varies from ideological beliefs to behavioral
intentions. The ideological beliefs often enough are subjugating discourses and
examples of false consciousness that ensnare the profilee in cognitive-emotionalaffective nets, webs, and chains mitigating against optimal goal identification and
achievement while facilitating the optimal for other people, often enough rivals. The
behavioral intentions usually are perceived as the cause of behavior even as they may
just be intrapsychic components associated with behavior in temporal and spatial
contiguity.
The second comprises information that is unconscious, not a motivated unconscious but
information out of awareness that seems to cause (in Aristotle’s sense of efficient
cause) or be associated with behavior. Political leaders may significantly differ among
other leaders and among various situations in self-awareness and potential access to
what they are not aware. Some may know what they don’t know, some may not.
Information may be the same nature as what is conscious, less easily accessible to
spoken and written language but differentially constituted as some proto-language.
The third comprises information that is conscious, perhaps, too conscious. The political
leader is very well aware of needs that need to be satisfied. These needs and attempts
to sate them may not be in the leader’s professional interest and may invite professional
disaster in the quest for fulfilment. Examples of such needs include seemingly
insatiable needs for power and recognition, insatiable needs for certain sexual practices
or configurations, insatiable needs to fail at the most dramatic moment. When such
hungers are not recurrently sated, there are interludes of discomfort, even despair,
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while many others in the world can only fantasize how much they would like to be the
leader.
So, there are three types of information, and, metaphorically with Herman Melville and
Moby Dick (2), the psychological profiler is on the hunt for three types of white whales.
As with Captain Ahab, his ship, and his harpoons, the psychological profiler may be illequipped to capture them, ill-equipped to survive with the usual human epistemologies.
In fact, the profiler may miss the boat all together, or drown in the whirlpool of the ships’
destruction. The soul survivor? Don’t call the profiler Ishmael (3).
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